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ABSTRACT
Although

rapid

progress

has

been

made

on

silicon-poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene)/poly-(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) hybrid solar cells, one of
the most important and challenging problem facing the technology is the understanding
and control of the interface between the silicon (Si) substrate and the PEDOT:PSS
material. In this paper, we present a systematic study of the passivation properties of the
Si/PEDOT:PSS interface. We investigate both undoped PEDOT:PSS, as well as
PEDOT:PSS functionalized with semiconducting oxide nanomaterials (TiO2 and SnO2).
The hybrid compound was deposited at room temperature by spin coating, a potentially
lower cost, process time and higher throughput alternative compared with the commonly
used vacuum-based techniques. Photoluminescence imaging was used to characterize the
electronic properties of the PEDOT:PSS/Si interface. Good surface passivation is
achieved by PEDOT:PSS functionalized by the semiconducting oxides. We show that
control of the concentration of semiconducting oxide nanoparticles in the polymer is
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crucial in determining the passivation performance. A charge carrier lifetime of about 275
μs has been achieved when using SnO2 nanoparticles at a concentration of 0.5 wt.% as a
filler in the composite film. X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscopy,
High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM), Energy Dispersive XRay in a SEM, and µ-Raman Spectroscopy has been used for morphological, chemical
and structural characterization. Finally, a photovoltaic device based on PEDOT:PSS
functionalized with semiconducting oxide nanoparticles has been fabricated and the
electrically characterized under both dark and illuminated conditions.

KEYWORDS: Silicon surface passivation, PEDOT:PSS, functionalization by SnO2 or
TiO2, hybrid material.
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1. Introduction
The hybrid organic-Si solar cells are one group of emerging low cost and high
efficiency photovoltaic (PV) devices, which combines the advantages of Si and organic
PV technologies. The possibility to deposit an electrically conducting polymer by a
chemical method at room temperature opened the possibility to use it as emitter layer,
thus avoiding the added energy costs of the conventional emitter production process [12].

The

most

commonly

used

conductive

polymer

so

far

is

poly(3,4-

ethylenedioxythiophene)/poly-(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), which has a high p-type
electrical conductivity, as well as good chemical stability and optical transparency in the
visible range. An added advantage is that PEDOT:PSS can be easily processed in aqueous
solution [3-5]. Within the last few years, efficiencies of Si-PEDOT:PSS hybrid cells have
increased very fast, with reported efficiencies increasing from 12.3% [6] and 13% [7] in
2013 and 17.1 % [1] in 2014 to 18.3% and 20.3% [2] in 2015. If this trend can be
continued, Si-PEDOT:PSS hybrid solar cells with efficiencies similar to the other most
efficient Si solar cell technologies can be reached within a few years, potentially leading
to a low cost route to high efficiency Si solar cells.
A key factor in determining the performance of a solar cell is the interface between
components of the device characterized by interface states that can act as recombination
centers for the charge carriers. It is therefore an important challenge to control the
interface and develop an efficient method to passivate the Si surface [8], without adding
additional large costs. While high efficiency Si-PEDOT:PSS solar cells have been
developed successfully there are very few studies of interface properties.
At present, hydrogenated Si nitride (SiNx:H), amorphous Si (a-Si), aluminum
oxide (Al2O3) and silicon dioxide SiO2 are the most well-known, successful inorganic
materials used for Si surface passivation. However, these materials are processed either
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using vacuum-based processes or at high temperatures. Additionally, pretreatment of Si
surface with, e.g., hydrofluoric acid (HF) is usually required. Developing low temperature
passivation methods and materials, involving simple procedure and low costs, is highly
beneficial. Polymers have the potential to satisfy this requirement. These organic
compounds can be deposited at room temperature and furthermore, upon processing at
low temperatures, they can retain their main functionalities (see, e.g., Ref. [9]). The
possibility of interface engineering has been also reported [7] by controlling the energy
band offset that has led to the enhancement of the charge carrier lifetime. The use of
polymers for Si surface passivation has therefore received increased attention recently in
order to achieve a good solar cell performance [10]. As some examples, very poor Si
surface passivation by PEDOT:PSS in 10.6% high efficiency Si/organic solar cells has
been reported [11]. In some other works, high quality passivation of Si surface allowed
[12] one to achieve surface recombination velocities below 10 cm/s. Passivation of Si
surface by polymers other than PEDOT:PSS have also been considered in other works.
In particular, poly(tetrafluoroethylene) based polymer Nafion® (DuPont) has been used
[9] to achieve the surface recombination velocities of about 30 cm/s. Besides, it was
reported in Ref. [13] that Si surface passivation has also been obtained for Si nanowirebased solar cells with a conversion efficiency of 10.2% using a similar approach.
However, in these high efficiency Si-PEDOT:PSS solar cells [1] an advanced passivation
scheme using an inorganic compound such as, e.g., SiO2 has usually been applied.
Amorphous Si has been used [10] between PEDOT:PSS and Si for surface passivation in
ultrathin flexible planar Si cells. Formation of an inversion layer has been reported [14]
between Si nanowires and PEDOT:PSS that suppresses the charge carrier recombination.
The alcohol soluble polymer poly[(9,9-bis(3-(N,N-diethylamino)propyl)-2,7-fluorene)alt-2,7-(9,9-dioctylfluorene)] has been also used [15] to improve Si/Al interface.
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Recently composites made of PEDOT:PSS and inorganic nanostructures have
been fabricated for different purposes. Synthesis of PEDOT:PSS-based hybrid
compounds obtained by incorporating gold and silver nanoparticles has been reported
[16-17] to enhance the plasmonic effect and to improve the electrical conductivity. In
addition to metallic nanoparticles, semiconducting oxides nanoparticles have also been
used in the formation of the composite. In particular, the fabrication of a PEDOT:PSS/tin
oxide nanoparticle composite has been deposited [18] on glass substrate for anode
applications. However, in order to eliminate water and other additives, thermal processing
has been performed. Furthermore, due to the high amount of nanoparticles, low rotation
speed of 400 r.p.m. is used during spin casting. As a result, grainy and several micron
thick films are obtained composed by percolating SnO2 nanoparticles. Hence, in that case,
the resistivity of the film is reduced, and the valence band maximum and the Fermi level
from PEDOT:PSS shifts correspondingly towards that of SnO2. Fabrication of a
composite material consisting of nanoparticles with a core of 25 nm size titanium oxide
and a shell of PEDOT:PSS has also been developed [19] by using a technique based on a
plasma treatment in aqueous solution. However, with that method a continuous and
homogeneous composite thin film is not obtained. Another work on TiO2 undoped
nanoparticles/PEDOT:PSS composite has been published [20] in which nanoparticles
smaller than 40 nm were dispersed into PEDOT:PSS in elevated weight ratios up to 20
wt.% to form a Schottky diode structure between aluminum and gold electrodes. The final
thickness of the PEDOT:PSS/nanoparticle film is of 1 µm, presenting nano- and microsize cracks depending on the final treatment. However, none of the above-mentioned
papers reported on the passivation performance of the composite layer. The quality of the
Si surface passivation strongly depends on PEDOT:PSS type used for deposition on Si.
Although high-quality PEDOT:PSS passivates the Si surface well, it is very expensive.
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Commonly, for deposition on top of Si, PEDOT:PSS has been functionalized by organic
surfactants. It would be interesting to see, how the overall electronic and surface
passivation properties of the PEDOT:PSS would depend on functionalization by
inorganic nanomaterials.
In the present paper we investigate the surface passivation of Si substrates by use
of bare PEDOT:PSS and PEDOT:PSS functionalized with either TiO2 or SnO2
nanoparticles. By including optimal concentrations of the nanomaterials we successfully
obtain surface passivation as evidenced by charge carrier lifetimes of up to ~270 µs. This
is a promising and competitive value considering that the employed method can be still
further optimized. In addition, the described spin coating process allows for good
homogeneity of the deposited layers by a fast and low cost method, which avoids vacuumbased techniques and complex pre-treatments of the Si surface.

2. Methods
An aqueous PEDOT:PSS dispersion at 1,3 % v/v (Sigma-Aldrich), presenting a
sheet resistance below 100 (Ω/sq) and conductivities up to σ=1000 S/cm has been used
as source of the conductive polymer in the composite layer. The SnO2 and TiO2
nanoparticles used as filler in the composite layer have been synthesized by hydrolysis.
(100)-oriented Czochralski (CZ) Silicon wafers of n-type electrical conductivity with a
nominal resistivity between 1-3 (Ω×cm) and thickness of 300 µm have been used in this
work. A 40 nm thick layer of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) has been
deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) on the back side of
the wafers as a reference passivation layer.
A thin layer of either non-functionalized PEDOT:PSS or PEDOT:PSS
functionalized with rutile SnO2 or TiO2 nanoparticles have been deposited on top of the
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Si substrates by spin coating. Ultra-sonication of the dispersion has been performed
before the spin-coating in order to achieve a good dispersion of the nanomaterials in the
PEDOT:PSS solution. After the spin-coating, a thermal annealing has been carried out on
a hotplate at 120 ºC for 20 minutes to evaporate water from PEDOT:PSS. The thickness
of the films, 120 nm on average, was measured using an Alpha-Step profilometer.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed in a Philips X’Pert Pro
diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation. High resolution transmission microscopy
(HRTEM) was performed in a JEOL 3000 FEG electron microscope. For HRTEM
measurements, the SnO2 or TiO2 nanopowders were dispersed in isopropanol and
deposited on TEM grids.
Absorption spectra have been measured for bare PEDOT:PSS and hybrid
PEDOT:PSS/nanoparticles deposited on glass substrates using the UV-Vis-NIR
spectrophotometer (Ocean Optics QE65000). A photoluminescence (PL) imaging system
was used for measuring the surface recombination at the Si surfaces. The effective charge
carrier lifetime values were calculated from the PL intensity based on the quasi-steady
state photoconductance (QSS-PC) measurements [21-23]. The setup was a LIS-R1 PL
imaging setup from BT Imaging with an excitation wavelength of 808 nm and a constant
illumination intensity of 4.2×10−2 W/cm2. Optical micrographs have been acquired with a
Leica DFC295 optical microscope. Compositional analysis by EDS was carried out using
a Bruker AXS Quantax system working at 15kV and 1.5 nA in a Leica 440 Stereoscan
SEM. µ-Raman spectroscopy has been performed in a confocal microscope (Horiba Jobin
Yvon LabRAM HR 800) using an He-Ne red laser of 633nm wavelength. For the
characterization of the solar device, a WACOM solar simulator with a short arc Xe lamp
was used in order to simulate standard AM1.5 solar conditions. I-V measurements were
carried out with a Keithley 4200-SCS .
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3. Results and discussion

3.1 Inorganic nanomaterials functionalizing the PEDOT:PSS
SnO2 and TiO2 nanoparticles synthetized by hydrolysis method have been used as
filler of the composite passivation layer consisting of PEDOT:PSS as a host. Prior to the
study of the passivation properties of the composites, a study of the nanoparticles has
been carried out. XRD measurements [Fig. 1a] confirm that the nanoparticles consist of
cassiterite SnO2 and TiO2 anatase phase (hereinafter named as A-TiO2). According to the
Scherrer formula dimensions about 5-8 nm have been estimated for the nanoparticles. By
thermal treatment at 1000 ºC during 24 hours, the powders in anatase phase have been
transformed into the rutile phase to be called hereafter as R-TiO2. As a consequence of
the thermal treatment grain growth was induced and the average size of the rutile
nanoparticle is 50 nm, as estimated by the Scherrer formula.
Figure 1b displays HRTEM micrograph for SnO2 nanoparticles that confirms high
crystallinity of the as-grown nanoparticles, as well as their homogeneity and reduced
dimensions. In this case, interplanar distances of 3.35 y 4.74 Å, corresponding to (110) y
(001) planes in rutile SnO2 respectively, are indicated in the image. FFT patterns along
the [101] and [111] axes are marked as well in Figures 1c and 1d, respectively.

3.2 Si surface passivation
The charge carrier lifetimes have been measured by PL imaging for Si passivated
by PEDOT:PSS from front side and by a-Si:H from back side. Figure 2 (a) and (b) shows
the PL images acquired by illumination from the PEDOT:PSS or the a:Si-H sides that
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gives the average lifetimes around 10 µs and 33 µs, respectively. Analysis shows that the
PL images are more homogenous for illumination from a-Si:H side.
Dispersions of PEDOT:PSS and SnO2 or TiO2 nanoparticles in the concentration
range from 0.25 to 5 wt% have been prepared following the method described in Refs
[24-25]. The thus obtained hybridized PEDOT:PSS has been deposited on Si. Figures 3
(a)-(c) show the PL images and injection-level dependences of carrier lifetimes for Si
passivated by PEDOT:PSS/SnO2, PEDOT:PSS/A-TiO2, and PEDOT:PSS/R-TiO2
respectively. The homogeneous PL images are obtained for the illumination from the aSi:H side [Fig. 3]. Analysis shows that the average charge carrier lifetime for
functionalization of PEDOT:PSS with SnO2 nanoparticles is clearly increased [Fig. 3a]
by around one order of magnitude as compared to the value of bare PEDOT:PSS, while
functionalization with A-TiO2 nanoparticles provides the average lifetime of ~30 µs [Fig.
3b]. Contrary to the case of A-TiO2 nanoparticle composite, the use of R-TiO2
nanoparticles significantly improves the average lifetime (see Fig. 3c), although the
values of the SnO2 composite are not reached. Regarding the homogeneity of the films
and charge carriers lifetime, the best results have been also achieved by using SnO2 as a
filler, rather than A-TiO2, and R-TiO2.
A further analysis showed that the quality of the passivation mainly depends on the
concentration of the nanoparticles in the initial dispersion, as confirmed by measurements
of the charge carrier lifetime. The passivation properties have been systematically
measured for the composite films as a function of the concentration of nanoparticles (0.25,
0.5, 1, 3, and 5 wt% in the starting dispersion). Figures 4a and 4b shows the dependence
of the measured carrier lifetime on the concentration of SnO2 and R-TiO2 nanoparticles,
respectively, which is not monotonic. The carrier lifetime, calculated by QSS-PC based
on the PL intensity, increases with increasing the concentration of SnO2 or R-TiO2 at
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smaller concentrations, and decreases at higher concentrations. Optimal concentrations
of nanoparticles have been determined as 0.5 wt.% showing a maximum lifetime of 275
μs for SnO2, and 1.0 wt.% in the case of TiO2 with the largest carrier lifetime of 160 μs.
These results indicate that the initial concentration of nanoparticles is a crucial parameter
to be controlled in order to achieve improved passivation performance. This also shows
that the layers of PEDOT:PSS with SnO2 nanoparticles provide better passivation
performance of Si surface than bare PEDOT:PSS. The largest charge carrier lifetime
achieved in this work is smaller than 2.41 ms [26-27] obtained by passivation with the
stack a-SiOxNy:H/SiNx. However, the stack is deposited by PECVD whereas the
deposition process used in this work is low cost, fast and there is room for further
enhancement of the lifetime.
In order to achieve deeper understanding of the improved passivation behavior
achieved by using SnO2 nanoparticles in the composite, the optical and compositional
properties of the layers with the optimized concentration of SnO2 nanoparticles (0.5 %
wt) have been investigated and compared to the case of the best results using R-TiO2 (1%
wt.) and bare PEDOT:PSS. The films have been deposited by spin coating on glass
substrates for the absorbance measurements; therefore the absorption spectrum from the
glass substrate is also included as a reference. All samples show a high level of
transparency in the visible range, as expected. As observed in Figure 5, where a
comparison to the glass substrate is also shown, the optical absorption of the PEDOT:PSS
and PEDOT:PSS/SnO2 or R-TiO2 films in the visible range is lower than 10 %. Only high
absorption is observed in the UV range. Since SnO2 and R-TiO2 are wide band gap oxides,
upon functionalization of PEDOT:PSS with these nanoparticles the optical absorption
properties of the hybrid material are not expected to significantly change, as shown in
Figure 5. Hence, the optical transparency to the visible characteristic of the PEDOT:PSS
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is slightly modified by adding SnO2 or R-TiO2 nanoparticles, which assures its suitability
for use in devices requiring high transparency, while adding good passivation behavior.
Besides, the observed improvement in absorption due to the presence of the nanoparticles
in the polymer host could be beneficial for obtaining higher carrier generation levels in
the device. Another advantage that should be considered in the future research, especially
in the case of the bigger R-TiO2 nanoparticles, is the light trapping effect produced by the
light scattering at nanoparticles randomly embedded in a PEDOT layer. The recent work
of Park et al. [28] shows that, although theoretically light harvesting by periodic structures
can be better, random 100 nm sized TiO2 nanoparticles in PEDOT show enhanced
performance due to an increased optical path-length.
By EDS measurements, the chemical analysis of the PEDOT:PSS/SnO2 or RTiO2 nanoparticles films was performed and carbon, silicon, oxygen, sulphur and tin or
titanium were detected, as observed in the EDS spectra of Figure 6. Carbon and sulphur
came from the PEDOT:PSS, oxygen from both polymer and nanoparticles, whereas tin
or titanium came from the nanoparticles. EDS map confirms a high spatial homogeneity
of the spin coated films (not shown here).
By using Raman spectroscopy, the structural configuration has been studied to
achieve a better understanding of our system, as well as a fingerprint of the material,
which forms our composites. In Figure 7a Raman spectra of bare PEDOT:PSS and SnO2
5% wt. or R-TiO2 5 % wt. doped PEDOT: PSS are shown. In the case of PEDOT:PSS its
characteristic spectrum corresponding to benzoic structure can be seen, with the main
band between 1400-1500 cm-1, which corresponds to the stretching vibration of Cα=Cβ on
the five-member ring of PEDOT [29]. In particular, contribution from C-C inter-ring
stretching (1258 cm-1), single C-C stretching (1364 cm-1), C-C symmetrical stretching
(1441 cm-1), C-C asymmetrical stretching (1510 cm-1) and C-C antisymmetrical
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stretching (1567 cm-1) can be identified in Figure 7b. In the case of the
PEDOT:PSS/nanoparticle films, these bands are also observed, as well as the peaks
corresponding to rutile structure of the SnO2 nanoparticles (Eg=474 cm-1 and A1g=633
cm-1) or R-TiO2 nanoparticles (Eg=447 cm-1 and A1g=611 cm-1). In addition, the peak
corresponding to crystalline silicon (520 cm-1) from the substrate also appears in the
Raman spectra. As observed in the Raman spectra of Figure 7b, the titanium oxide
composite exhibits the main band of PEDOT:PSS around 1400-1500 cm-1, almost
unchanged with respect to the bare PEDOT:PSS, whereas for the tin oxide composite this
band is blurred out and shifted with respect to the bare PEDOT:PSS. Moreover, a shoulder
at about 700 cm-1 can be observed in the spectrum from the PEDOT:PSS/SnO2 (Figure
7a) which can be associated to the symmetric C-S-C deformation, although activation of
A2u mode (705 cm-1) in rutile SnO2 cannot be excluded. This demonstrates that the
properties of the composite film are not merely the addition of the properties of the single
counterparts, moreover in the case of the tin oxide composite interactions between
PEDOT:PSS and the tin oxide nanoparticles are revealed.
Metal oxide nanoparticles exhibit a charged surface in aqueous dispersions due to
the complete coverage of the surface by hydroxyl groups [30]. The surface charge density
depends on the nanoparticle size, pH and molar concentration of the dispersion [31]. The
PEDOT:PSS/nanoparticle aqueous dispersion used as precursor in this study presents low
pH values (pH<2,5) and molar concentrations and, therefore, under these conditions the
nanoparticle surfaces are expected to be positively charged [32]. This positive charge
density at the surface would help to trap electrons in the composite, which are the minority
carriers in the hybrid layer hence improving the passivation of the Si/PEDOT:PSS
interface. Furthermore, several studies [31-32] showed dependence of the surface charge
density on nanoparticle size. This fact could be the origin of the charge-based passivation
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mechanism observed in the present work, as rutile tin oxide nanoparticles present smaller
size than the rutile titanium oxide nanoparticles exhibiting the former the best passivation
results. Although these general observations are in agreement with our results for the
composites showing good passivation results, surface properties characteristic from each
semiconducting nanomaterial, such as different surface chemistry, interaction of surface
defects with absorbed molecules and electronic properties should also play a role.
Therefore, this could be responsible for the discrepancy observed for the results achieved
for anatase nanoparticles with sizes under 10 nm [33-34] in comparison with the better
performance of rutile 50 nm sized nanoparticles. As for example, Lira-Cantu and
coworkers [34] show that the photovoltaic properties of TCO/TiO2/polymer/Ag bi-layer
solar cells is affected by the TiO2 phase, being its rutile phase beneficial for long-term
stability devices. From the study of different polymer/oxide interfaces it is argued that
the higher amount of Ovac formed in anatase in comparison with rutile (which is also
related to the higher conductivity and better photocatalytic properties of the anatase phase
[35]), the higher amount of recombination centers can be expected in anatase in
comparison with rutile-based devices reducing the free charges in the composite. In
agreement with this observation our previous XPS and cathodoluminescence analysis of
rutile and anatase nanoparticles grown by a liquid-mix technique show that oxygen
vacancies are the dominant defect of anatase TiO2 whereas a higher amount of Ti3+ defects
are formed for rutile TiO2 nanoparticles [36-37].

3.3 Pre-treatment of the Si surfaces prior to deposition and use of additives in the
PEDOT dispersion
In order to achieve optimization of the passivation behavior, sensitivity of the
results to the quality of processing of Si surface has been also performed. The larger
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lifetimes, and hence better passivation behavior, has been achieved when no special HF
cleaning of the Si wafer was performed.
In addition, Ethylene glycol (EG) has been used to enhance the dispersion of the
nanoparticles and avoid aggregation during the spin coating, which results in a higher
homogeneity of the deposited films. The use of EG could also improve the electrical
conductivity of the polymer, due to alignment of the polymer chains. However, when no
EG was added to the dispersion, no significant variations in the passivation behaviour
were measured, while good homogeneity was still reached in the spin coated layers. There
have been some studies about functionalizing PEDOT:PSS by different types of organic
surfactants to enhance dispersion of the polymer on Si surface. In particular, Triton-X100
[38] as well as cationic and anionic surfactants [39] have been added. Ethylen glycol and
dimethyl sulfoxide has been also added [40] into PEDOT:PSS to increase its electrical
conductivity by defect minimization that allowed to achieve the efficiency of 13.3 %.
Therefore, in order to ease the spin-coating process, neither HF or RCA cleaning,
nor EG additives have been used in this work. This issue makes attractive this surface
passivation method, as the spin-coating technique has the enormous advantage over the
existing vacuum-based techniques that involves low cost, easy and fast procedure, no
complicated pre-treatments and deposition can be carried out at room temperature.

3.4 A hybrid organic/inorganic solar cell
In order to analyse the applicability of these hybrid composites, a photovoltaic
device based on the PEDOT:PSS functionalized with SnO2 and TiO2 nanoparticles has
been fabricated in the present study, following the standard procedure reported in the
scientific literature [1, 6, 11, 41]. Figure 8a illustrates a scheme of the basic hybrid
organic-Si solar cell built up in this work. Figures 8b and 8c show optical images of front
14

and backside of the developed solar cell, respectively. In the fabrication of this device Ag
was used as front and rear ohmic contact. I-V measurements were carried out under dark
or illumination conditions, as shown in Figure 9, where Figure 9a corresponds to the cell
with bare PEDOT:PSS and Figure 9 (b) and (c) correspond to the PEDOT:PSS
functionalized with SnO2 0.5 wt.% and R-TiO2 1 wt.% nanoparticles, respectively. A Xe
short arc lamp, with an irradiance of 1 sun (∼1000 Wm-2), was employed for the
measurements under illumination. A Schottky behaviour was observed in the I-V curves,
as expected. Illumination leads to the generation of a photocurrent as can be seen in Figure
9, especially in Figs. 9 (b) and (c), which demonstrates a potential photovoltaic behaviour.
The obtained short-circuit current (ISC) and open-circuit voltage (VOC) values are higher
when PEDOT:PSS was functionalized with nanoparticles. Values of 0.20 V (VOC) and
0.0011 mA (ISC), as well as a fill factor (FF) of 0.31 were estimated from the I-V curves
acquired when using bare PEDOT:PSS, as a reference. Values of 0.29 V (VOC) and 0.018
mA (ISC) and a fill factor (FF) about 0.36 were achieved when using SnO2 0.5 wt.% in
the hybrid film, while values of 0.23 V (VOC) and 0.035 mA (ISC) and a fill factor (FF)
about 0.28 were achieved when using R-TiO2 1 wt%. Even when the efficiency of the
developed device is low, as usually reported for similar hybrid cells, and taken into
account that it can be clearly improved, these preliminary results indicate the potential
applicability of the spin coated hybrid film in this field.

Conclusions

Surface passivation for n-type Si by PEDOT:PSS undoped or functionalized by
semiconducting metal oxide nanoparticles has been studied. A strong enhancement of the
surface passivation for n-Si is reported as a result of the functionalization of PEDOT:PSS
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by SnO2 and TiO2 nanoparticles. The optimal concentration of the nanoparticles, defined
as the concentration yielding the highest minority carrier lifetimes, has been determined
to be 0.5% for SnO2 and 1.0% for rutile TiO2. A peak lifetime of 275 µs has been reached
for the PEDOT-PSS/SnO2. The functionalization of PEDOT:PSS with the nanoparticles
only slightly changes its optical absorption and reflectance properties, as these properties
are usually directly related to the concentration of the filler in the composite and the
amount of nanoparticles used is limited under few percent. However reduced nanoparticle
diameter as well as a strong coupling of tin oxide nanoparticles to PEDOT:PSS is
observed as determined by Raman, which might be the origin of the enhanced passivation
properties determined for these nanoparticles as compared to the titanium oxide ones and
the reason to require 2 times less concentration of SnO2 nanoparticles in the composite
while achieving 2 times better lifetime results. The passivation of nanoparticles is
reinforced by the chemical passivation of a native SiO2 thin layer formed at the interface
between the composite hybrid layer and the silicon surface, which eliminates the need of
applying precleaning procedures to the silicon wafer reducing time, cost and being
environmentally friendly. A simple solar cell device based on the spin coated hybrid
composites have been developed and better photovoltaic behavior was achieved when
using SnO2 or R-TiO2 nanoparticles in the polymer. When a high homogeneous hybrid
layer is spin coated, it can be used as a substrate on top of which a new layer could be
deposited in order to fabricate multilayer structures. Following this procedure layers with
a concentration gradient of semiconducting oxide nanostructures in PEDOT:PSS can be
fabricated, as well as multilayers with tuned optical properties, as an example, making
use of the different properties achieved by doping and the combination of materials with
different band gaps. This can widen the performance and applicability of these results in
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the field of solar cells, and other optoelectronic devices, while keeping high homogeneity
in the layers and involving low costs.
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Figure captions:
Figure 1. (a) XRD of SnO2 and A-TiO2 nanoparticles, (b) HRTEM image and electron
diffraction patterns of SnO2 nanoparticles.
Figure 2. PL image of passivated Si wafer illuminated from (a) PEDOT:PSS and (b) aSi:H sides.
Figure 3. PL images of a composite sample containing (a) SnO2 nanoparticles in 5wt.%
concentration, (b) A-TiO2 nanoparticle in 5 wt.% and (c) R-TiO2 nanoparticles
in a 5 wt.% obtained by illumination from the PEDOT:PSS or from the a-Si:H
side. The corresponding QSS-PCC measurements are also shown.
Figure 4. Carrier lifetime as a function of the concentration of (a) SnO2 nanoparticles and
(b) R-TiO2 nanoparticles.
Figure 5. Absorption spectra of bare PEDOT:PSS and composite films with SnO2 (0.5 %
wt.) or R-TiO2 (1 % wt.) deposited on glass. Absorption spectrum from glass
is also shown for comparison.
Figure 6. EDS spectra acquitted on layers formed by PEDOT:PSS and SnO2
nanoparticles (5 % wt.) and R-TiO2 nanoparticles (5% wt.).
Figure 7. (a) Raman spectra of PEDOT: PSS (black line), PEDOT: PSS with SnO2
nanoparticles 5 wt%. (blue line) and PEDOT: PSS with R-TiO2 5 wt% (red
line). (b) Raman spectra for the samples in the region between 1000 and 1800
cm-1, where the characteristic PEDOT: PSS benzoic structure is located.
Figure 8. (a) Design of the photovoltaic device with hybrid emitter. Images of the (a)
front and (b) back side of the solar cell model.
Figure 9. Current-voltage dependence under dark and illumination for (a) bare PEDOT,
(b) PEDOT:PSS/SnO2 0.5 wt% and (c) PEDOT:PSS/TiO2 1 wt%.
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